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Ap probe area 
B magnetic filed flux 
Bm maximum value of the slight divergent magnetic filed flux 
BRF induced magnetic filed by the RF current 
c light velocity in vacuum 
cs ion sound velocity 
d thickness of quasineutral region; diameter of the microplate channel  
De electron diffusion coefficient 
De^ electron diffusion coefficient on the direction perpendicular on the magnetic filed lines 
ERF induced electric field by BRF 
e electron charge (1.602x10-19 C); base of the natural logarithm 
f RF frequency; oscillation frequency 
f(v) one-dimensional speed distribution function of positive ions 
h mesh hole size 
he electron hole parameter 
I0 electron saturation current in absence of a magnetic field 
Ic current collected by the analyzer collector 
Ie electron probe current 
Ie0 electron saturation probe current 
IeB electron saturation current in presence of a magnetic field 
Ii0 ion saturation current 
Ip probe current 
iRF RF current trough antenna 
je electron current density 
ji ion current density 
M positive ion mass 
k Boltzmann constant (1.3807x10-23 J/K) 
L microplate channel length 
me electron mass 
n0 charged particle density in plasma 
nb density of the charged particles density where the plasma bulk and presheath joint 
nbe electron density where the plasma bulk and presheath joint 
nb- negative ion density where the plasma bulk and presheath joint 
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ne electron density 
ne0 electron density in plasma 
ni positive charge density 
ni0 ion density in plasma 
nn neutral gas density 
nneg negative charge density 
ns density at the sheath edge 
nse electron density in the sheath region 
ns+ positive ion density in the sheath region 
ns- negative ion density in the sheath region 
npse electron density in the presheath region 
nps+ positive ion density in the presheath region 
n+ positive ion density 
n- negative ion density 
ni ion density at the probe surface 
p pressure 
r probe radius, radial distance 
t time 
Te electron temperature 
Ti positive ion temperature 
Ti// ion temperature on the direction parallel with the magnetic field lines 
T- negative ion temeperature 
u ion velocity 
uB Bohm velocity 
Uc collector bias voltage 
Ug grid bias voltage 
ui ion velocity at the probe surface 
us ion velocity at the sheath edge 
Vcp potential drop across the sheath formed in front of directional analyzer 
ve thermal electron velocity 
vi speed of ion incident on sheath 
Vp plasma potential 
vr speed of the ion reflected on the sheath 
Vs plasma potential 
vs sheath speed 
 v 
z axial distance 
zs sheath thickness 
a electronegative gas ratio 
ab ratio of negative ions to electrons densities where the plasma bulk and the presheath joint 
as ratio of negative ions to electrons densities at the sheath edge 
d Dirac d function 
e^ perpendicular energy of ion at the sheath edge 
e// parallel energy of ion at the sheath edge 
e0 permittivity of vacuum 
f potential 
fp plasma potential 
fw wall potential 
g ratio of electron to negative ion temperatures 
le electron mean free path 
led mean free path for electron-neutral direct ionization 
lec mean free path electron-metastable cumulative ionization 
lD Debye length 
li ion mean free path 
nen electron-neutral collision frequency 
p constant (3.14159…) 
q angle of analyzer with magnetic field 
qc geometrical acceptance angle of directional analyzer 
qeff effective acceptance angle of directional analyzer 
sen cross section for electron-neutral collision 
t ion residence time in sheath 
tion ion transit time 
tRF RF period 
te electron-neutral mean collision time 
ti ion-neutral mean collision time 
w angular frequency 
wce electron cyclotron frequency 
wci ion cyclotron frequency 
wpe electron plasma frequency 
Ñ||B gradient of the magnetic field flux 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
I.1. Background of the work 
 
 Up to the late 1960s, the key technology to integrated circuit 
manufacturing was chemical etching also called wet solvent etching. Although wet 
etching provides low cost and often infinite selectivity, it has its limitation for 
micron and sub-micron pattern sizes. The most serious limitation is that of 
isotropic etching, which results in undercutting of the mask material and hence 
limits the minimum size of the pattern [1].  
 Chemically reactive plasma discharges [2-12] are widely used to modify the 
surface proprieties of materials. Plasma processing technology is vitally important 
to several of the largest manufacturing industries. Plasma-based surface processes 
are indispensable for manufacturing the very large-scale integrated circuits used 
by the electronic industry. Such processes are also critical for the aerospace, 
automotive, steel, biomedical and toxic waste management industries. Material 
and surface structures can be fabricated that are not attainable by any other 
commercial method, and the surface proprieties of materials can be modified in 
unique way. Unique materials such as diamond films and amorphous silicon for 
solar cell have also been produced, and plasma-based hardenings or surgically 
implanted hip joints and machine tools have extended their working lifetime 
manifold. 
 The gases used to create plasma can be electropositive gases, as argon, 
electronegative gases, as SF6, or a combination between electropositive and 
electronegative gases. The electropositive gas is used in a wide area of application 
such as sputtering, thin film deposition, surface modification. Some application in 
which electronegative gases can be used are, for example, the growth of SiO2 on 
 2 
silicon films, plasma-enhanced vapor deposition of different types of films, the 
plasma etching of different types of substrates, applications which are very 
important for microelectronics industry.  
 A large number of the processing applications are performed in 
low-pressure gas discharges. The low-pressure discharges are used due to the 
fact that collisions on this plasma are at a sufficient low level to assure certain 
feature required by processing application such as anisotropic etching or good rate 
deposition of thin films. 
 Different types of discharge systems were used in plasma application such 
as DC discharges, radio frequency (RF) discharge and microwave discharges. In 
the last period the RF discharge are widely used in the plasma processing 
application. That is due to the fact that this types of plasma produced by RF 
discharges can met the most requirements of plasma processing.  
 The Schematic diagram of this dissertation is presented in Fig. 1.1. 
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic diagram of the dissertation 
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I.2. Electro-positive/negative plasmas 
 
 Plasma is a collection of free charged particles moving in random direction 
that is, on average, electrically neutral (nneg = ni) [1, 12], whre nneg and ni are the 
negative and positive charge densities respectively. Depending on the charged 
particles, we can refer to two types of plasma: electropositive and electronegative. 
Electropositive plasma are plasmas in electropositive gas medium, which consists 
of electron and positive ions (see Fig. 1.2.(a)). Electronegative plasmas contain 
except electrons and positive ions also negative ions (see Fig. 1.2.(b)). 
 The electropositive gas discharges are used in a large number of plasma 
processing applications. One of the applications is the plasma cleaning or 
activation of surfaces, in which the exposure to plasma results in increases of 
surface energy or the removal of contaminants. Another application is the plasma 
ion implantation in which energetic ions are produced by acceleration across a 
plasma sheath surrounding the workpiece and implanted below the surface. Other 
application is the plasma thermal diffusion treatment, as ion nitriding, in which 
plasma deliver ions to a heated, negatively biased workpiece, and they are 
transported by thermal diffusion into material to form a relatively thick surface 
layer.  
 Some types of application are using either electropositive gas or 
electronegative gas and combination between electropositive and electronegative 
gases. Such a application is the sputter deposition of thin films, in which energetic 
ions sputter atoms from target that are re-deposited as a thin film on the 
substrate.  
 One of the widest uses the electronegative gases is the plasma etching. In 
this case, atoms that are very reactive (such as F, Cl) are used to react with the 
target material and form volatile products. Nevertheless, these kinds of atoms 
have a high affinity for electrons and thus they easy form negative ions. Since the 
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Fig. 1.2. Schematic view of a electropositive (a) and electronegative (b) plasmas  
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negative ions are kept inside the bulk plasma by the sheath electric field, few of 
them can reach the surface of the substrate. Thus the role of the negative ions in 
the surface reaction my not be very significant. However, the existence of the 
negative ions has a large effect on the transport of charged particle, the electric 
field inside the bulk plasma, the structure of the sheath, etc [13-17] and hence 
the nature of plasma containing negative ions is considerable different from that 
of electropositive gases plasma. In plasma processing, when electronegative gases 
are used, negative ions vary the plasma potential and the behavior of the 
electrons and can influences the stability of the discharge.  
 The modification of the sheath structure is very important due to the 
sheath existence at the edges of the plasma created either the walls of the 
devices or the substrate. Thus, the sheath modification is very important for 
plasma processing. The difference in the sheath structure in electropositive and 
electronegative gas plasma will be discussed latter.  
 
 
I.3. Radio frequency discharge systems 
 
 
I.3.1. General consideration 
 
 Discharges excited and sustained by high-frequency electromagnetic fields 
are of increasing interest for technical and industrial applications.  
 The radio-frequency discharges usually operate in the frequency range 
f = w/2p @ 1 - 100 MHz. The corresponding wavelength (l = 300 – 3 m) are large 
compared with the dimensions of the plasma reactors. For microwaves, the most 
commonly used wavelength is 12.24 cm, corresponding to a frequency of 
2.45 GHz. This wavelength is roughly comparable to the dimensions of the plasma 
reactor. For lower frequencies, the ions accelerated in the field move toward the 
electrodes and produce secondary electrons, similar to what happens in a dc 
discharge. As the frequency increases, the ions and subsequently the electrons 
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can no longer reach the electrode surface during the acceleration phase of the 
exciting external field. 
 The power coupling in RF discharges can be accomplished in different ways 
as capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) discharges and inductively coupled plasma 
(ICP) discharges. The RF discharges can be produced either by internal or by 
external electrodes/antennas. Schematic representations of RF system discharges 
with internal and external electrodes/antennas are presented in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4, 
respectively.  
 
 
I.3.2. Capacitively coupled discharges 
 
 The vessel of a capacitively coupled plasma discharge [1, 18-21] may have 
interior circular disc-shaped parallel electrodes, which are separated by a distance 
of a few centimeters. They may be in contact with the discharge or they may be 
insulated from it by a dielectric. In the case of insulating chamber walls, outer 
electrodes, i.e. electrodes on the outside of the vessel, are sometime used. CCP 
discharges are commonly used for materials processing [22-24]. An idealized RF 
system discharge in parallel plane geometry is shown in Fig. 1.3.(a). Gas pressure 
are typically in the range 1 - 103 Pa, the RF driving voltage is usually between 100 
and 1000 V, and the plate separation is 2 - 10 cm. 
 The operation of capacitively driven discharges is reasonably well 
understood [1, 25, 26]. For a symmetrical driven discharge, the mobile plasma 
electrons, responding to the instantaneous electric field produced by the RF 
driving voltage, oscillate back and forth within the positive space charge cloud of 
the ions. The massive ions respond only to the time-averaged electric fields. 
Oscillation of the electron cloud creates sheaths regions near each electrode that 
contain net positive charge when averaged over an oscillation period. Ions flowing 
out of the bulk plasma can be accelerated by sheath fields to high energies as 
they flow to the substrate, leading to energetic-ion enhanced processes.  
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Fig. 1.3. RF discharge systems with INTERNAL (a) electrodes and (b) antenna 
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Fig. 1.4. RF discharge systems with EXTERNAL (a) spiral and (b) helical 
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Stochastic electron heating has been found to be a powerful mechanism in 
capacitive RF discharges. A schematic representation of this ionization mechanism 
is presented in Fig. 1.5.(a). The electrons impinging on the oscillating sheath edge 
suffer a change in velocity upon reflection back into bulk plasma. As the sheath 
moves into the bulk, the reflected electrons gain energy; as the sheath moves 
away, the electrons lose energy. However, averaging over an oscillating period, 
there is a net energy gain. Stochastic heating is often the dominant heating 
mechanism in low-pressure capacitive discharges.  
 The positive ions continuously bombard the electrode over an RF cycle. In 
contrast, the electrons are lost to the electrode only when the oscillating cloud 
closely approaches the electrode. The instantaneous sheath potential collapses to 
near zero, allowing sufficient electrons to escape to balance the ion charge 
delivered to the electrode. Except for such brief moments, the instantaneous 
potential of the discharge must be always positive with respect to any large 
electrodes and wall surfaces, otherwise, the electron would quickly leak out. 
Electron confinement is ensured by the presence of positive space charge sheaths 
near all surfaces. 
 
 
I.3.3. Inductively coupled discharges 
 
 The limitation of the CCP RF discharges and their magnetically enhanced 
variants have led to the development of various low-pressure, high-density 
plasma discharges like the inductively coupled discharges (ICP) [1, 21, 27-33]. 
In addition to high density and low pressure, a common feature is that the RF 
power is coupled to the plasma across a dielectric window, rather by direct 
connection to an electrode in the plasma, as for the CCP discharge. Some 
classical type of ICP discharge systems are shown in Figs. 1.3.(b) and 1.4.(a) 
and (b). The shape of the antenna can be planar (circular or spiral, as shown in 
Figs. 1.3.(b) and 1.4.(a), respectively) or cylindrical (helical, as shown in 
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Fig. 1.5. Schematic diagram of the ionization mechanism in (a) CCP and  
(b) ICP discharge systems 
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Fig. 1.4.(b)). An ICP is excited by an electric field generated by passing the RF 
current through a coil (antenna). The changing magnetic field of this coil induces 
an electric field in which the plasma electrons are accelerated. A schematic 
diagram of the ionization mechanism in a ICP discharge system is presented in 
Fig. 1.5.(b). The effect of the electric field of the wire can be shielded resulting 
in a suppression of capacitive coupling. Since the inductive coupling element is 
driven in an electrical resonance condition, one can expect high potentials to 
exist on the structure. Such RF potentials will lead to capacitive coupling to the 
discharge as one observed in RF planar parallel-plate plasma reactors. It is not 
uncommon to observe weak, capacitively coupled discharges in inductively 
plasma sources at low absorbed power [33-40]. As the RF power is increases, an 
increase in luminosity and density is observed, signaling the onset of inductive 
coupling. A schematic diagram of the transition from the capacitive coupling 
(CCP-mode) to the inductive coupling (ICP-mode) of an ICP discharge system is 
shown in Fig. 1.6.  As the discharge changing from the CCP-mode to ICP-mode 
with increasing the RF power, we can observe an increase in the electron density 
(Fig. 1.6.(a)) and a decrease in electron temperature (Fig. 1.6.(b)). With 
decreasing the power, the transition dose not take place at the same value of 
the RF power, and an hysterezis effect can be observed. Even thought 
electromagnetic fields from an antenna are responsible for sustaining a 
high-density mode, high potential exist on the antenna and electrostatic field are 
still coupled to the plasma.  
 ICP discharges can meet most of the requirements for plasma processing 
(high densities of ions, electrons and radicals, excellent uniformity over diameter 
at least 20 cm, low and controllable ion energies and low contamination from 
reactor sputtering) at an available RF (13.56 MHz) heating frequencies and a 
simple source design. Thus, in this work, we will focus to investigate the RF 
discharges with external helical and spiral antennas.  
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Fig. 1.6. Schematic diagram of the changes of (a) electron density ne and  
(b) electron temperature Te in the course of CCP-ICP transitions in an ICP 
discharge system  
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I.4. Low-pressure discharges 
 
 The low-pressure discharges are widely used applications because they 
assure the most of the requirements of plasma processing. 
 In the high-pressure discharges due to the large number of particles, many 
collisions take place between the particles. In this type of discharges the free 
mean path of ions li, is very small ( 1i nnl : , where nn is neutral gas density 
which is direct proportional with the pressure). The thickness of the sheath (which 
is formed at the interface between the plasma and substrate) is larger than l. 
Thus inside of the sheath take place scattering collisions of the ions, which lead to 
have at the substrate region uncontrollable ions. This is undesirable for some 
plasma processing applications such as etching process (see Fig. 1.7.(a)). Also in 
the high-pressure discharges the main loss mechanism is the recombination in the 
volume of the discharge and is not possible to control these losses.  
 On the contrary, in the case of low-pressure discharges the number of the 
collision is lower than in the high-pressure case. In addition, the sheath thickness 
is smaller than the free mean path of the ions. That means, that the sheath is 
collisionless and in the case of the etching process anisotropic etching can take 
place due to the direction of the bombarding ions (see Fig. 1.7.(b)). The main loss 
mechanism in the case of low-pressure discharges is the recombination that take 
place at the walls and by inhibiting the particle to arrive at the walls, the loss 
mechanism can be reduced. One way to inhibit the particles to arrive at the wall is 
by applying a magnetic field which have the magnetic field lines parallel with the 
walls. Due to the decrease in the lost mechanism, plasma with high densities can 
be produced. 
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Fig. 1.7. Sheaths in the (a) high-pressure and (b) low-pressure discharges 
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I.5. Sheaths in electro-positive/negative plasmas 
 
 Plasma is in practical cases contained in the devices of finite size. Here, 
questions arise, what happens to plasma at the wall. When ions and electrons hit 
the wall they recombine and are lost. Since the electron velocity is much higher 
than the ion velocity, the fast moving electrons will be rapidly lost to the walls 
leaving plasma with net positive charge. The plasma must then have positive 
potential with respect to the wall, i.e. the wall potential fw is negative. This 
potential difference cannot be distributed over the whole plasma, since the Debye 
shielding will confine the potential variation to a layer of the order of several 
Debye length in thickness. This layer, which exists on all cold walls that are in 
contact with the plasma, is called sheath [41]. The function of the sheath is to 
form a potential barrier, so that the more mobile species, usually electrons, are 
confined electrostatically. The height of the barrier adjust itself so that the flux of 
electrons that have enough energy to go over the barrier to the wall is just equal 
to the flux of ions reaching the wall.  
 
 
I.5.1. Bohm criterion in electropositive gases plasmas 
 
 Using the assumption (i) Maxwellian electrons at temperature Te, (ii) cold 
positive ions (Ti = 0), and (iii) ne (0) = n+ (0) at the plasma-sheath interface 
(interface between essentially neutral and non neutral regions) at x = 0. As shown 
in Fig. 1.8, we define the zero of potential f at x = 0 and take the ions velocity us 
there. 
The continuity of ion flux (with no ionization in the sheath) is  
 
 ( ) ( ) s sn x u x n u+ +=  (1.1) 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 1.8. Spatial profile of (a) potential f and (b) charged particle densities n in 
the region of an electropositive plasma in contact with a wall 
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where ns+ is the ion density at the sheath edge. Taking into account the ion 
energy conservation (with no collisions in the sheath) and substituting in (1.1) we 
have 
 
1 2
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+ +
æ ö
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è ø
 (1.2) 
 
The electron density is given by the Boltzman relation 
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Setting nse = ns+ = ns at the sheath edge and substituting n+ and ne into Poisson’s 
equation 
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Equation (1.5) is the basic nonlinear equation governing the sheath potential and 
ion and electron densities.  
 Lets look at the solutions of equation (1.5). A first integral of (1.5) can be 
obtained by multiplying (1.5) by df/dx and integrating over x, then canceling the 
dx’s and integrating with respect to f we obtain 
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where we have set f = 0 and df/dx = 0 at x = 0 corresponding to a field free 
plasma. Equation (1.6) can be integrated numerically to obtain f(x). However, it is 
apparent that the right-hand-side of (1.6) should be positive for a solution to exist. 
Physically that means that the electron density must always be less than the ion 
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density in the sheath region (see Fig. 1.8). Since we expect this to be a problem 
only for small f, we expand the right-hand-side of (1.6) to second order in a 
Taylor series and imposing the condition to be positive, we obtain: 
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where uB is called the Bohm velocity. This result is known as the Bohm sheath 
criterion [41, 42]. To give the ions this directed velocity us, there must be a finite 
electric field in the plasma over some region, typically much wider than the sheath, 
called presheath [1, 25] (see Fig. 1.8). Hence, the presheath region is not strictly 
field free, although E  is very small there. 
 The potential drop across the presheath, which accelerates the ions to the 
Bohm velocity, is given by 2 / 2B pMu ef=  where fp is the plasma potential with 
respect to the potential at the sheath-presheath edge. Substituting for the Bohm 
velocity from (1.7), we find 
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The ratio of density at the sheath edge to that in plasma is then found from the 
Boltzman relation 
 exp 0.61ps b b
e
e
n n n
kT
fæ ö
= - »ç ÷ç ÷
è ø
 (1.9) 
 
where nb is the density where the presheath and the bulk plasma joint. 
 
 
I.5.2. Modification of the Bohm criterion in electronegative gases plasmas 
 
 Using the kinetic theory without ion collision, the Bohm criterion for a stable 
sheath can be generalized to arbitrary ion and electron distribution [43, 44] as 
follows 
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where f(v) is the one-dimensional speed distribution function of the positive ions, 
ne + n- is the sum of the densities of the negatively charged species, and f is the 
potential, with f=0 at the sheath-presheath edge. For previous case of cold ions 
and Maxwellian electrons, equation (1.10) become  
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where ( )sv ud -  is the Dirac d function. Evaluating the integral on the left and 
taking the derivative on the right, we obtain 
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which is the same with the Bohm criterion from (1.7) 
 Let us see now how the Bohm criterion is changed in the electronegative 
gases plasma in which electron attachment allows a significant number of negative 
ions to be present. The Poisson equation for potential in this case is 
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where n+ , en  and n-  are the positive ion, electron and negative ion densities, 
respectively. At the sheath edge, we use the quasineutrality s se sn n n+ -= + , and 
define the ration of negative ions to electrons as 
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Then the quasineutrality condition become 
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 ( )1s s sen na+ = +  (1.14) 
 
If we further consider that the electron and negative ion distribution are 
Maxwellian, with a temperature ratio 
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then for cold positive ions we can obtain the new Bohm criterion. The Boltzmann 
relation for electrons and negative ions gives 
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which combined with (1.21) and then taking the derivative with respect to f, and 
evaluating at f=0, on the right hand side of the equation (1.10), that equation 
becomes 
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For cold ions, evaluating the integral as in (1.11) and taking the reciprocal we 
have 
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which is the generalization of Bohm criterion (1.7) for an electronegative 
plasma. It is immediately apparent that g is large and as not to small, the 
negative ions strongly reduce the velocity required at the sheath edge. However, 
in this situation, the positive ion temperature cannot be ignored and the left hand 
side of (1.10) must be integrated over ion distribution. Because the potentials in 
the bulk plasma and presheath region will repel the colder negative ions, thus 
reducing as at the sheath edge as compared to b b ben na -º  where the presheath 
and bulk plasma join, thus increasing the importance of the electrons in the 
sheath region. If fp is the potential at this position with respect to the 
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sheath-presheath edge, the Boltzmann relation for both electrons and negative 
ions are 
 exp pse be
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Combining these relations with the definition of a obtain 
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Previously we have found that for as = 0 (electrons only)that p ee kTf = 1/2. 
Using the same argument of conservation of ion energy, we obtain 
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 In Fig. 1.9 is presented the spatial profile of the potential f in the region of 
electronegative plasma in contact with a wall. In comparison with the case of 
electropositive plasma (see Fig. 1.8.(a)), the potential drop across the presheath is 
now smaller.  
 Substituting (1.22) in (1.21) we obtain for ab 
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In the case in which the positive ions are considered do not be cold, the ratio 
p ee kTf  will depend now also by n+ and Ti. For this case, detailed calculation has 
been done [45]. In Fig. 1.10 are presented the results for the theoretical 
calculated value of the p ee kTf  vs. n n- +  with i eT T  as parameter for 
0.1eT T- = . 
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Fig. 1.9. Spatial profile of potential f in the region of an electronegative 
plasma in contact with a wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.10. Theoretical calculation of the ratio p ee kTf  vs. n n- +  with 
i eT T  as parameter for 0.1eT T- =  [45] 
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I.6. Production and loss processes of charged particle in 
plasma 
 
 
I.6.1. Production of charged particles in plasma 
 
Ionization 
 
 One the most important type of production process is the electron impact 
ionization in which the primary electron removes an electron from the atom, 
producing a positive ion and two electrons, e.g. 
 
 e + Ar ® 2e + Ar+  
 
The two electrons produced by ionizing collision can be accelerated by an electric 
field until they can also produce ionization. It is by this multiplication processes 
that the discharge is produced and maintained (Townsend’s discharge theory).  
 There is a minimum energy requirement for this type of ionization process 
to occur, equal to the energy to remove the most weakly bound electron from the 
atom. This energy is known as the ionization energy or ionization potential. Below 
this threshold energy, the ionization cross section is almost zero, but rises as soon 
as the electron exceeds the ionization potential. It is not only by electron impact, 
that ionization is produced. In principle, the ionization could be due to any suitable 
energy input, and the possibilities in the discharge must therefore include thermal 
and photon activation. 
 
Dissociation 
 
 The process of dissociation is the breaking apart of a molecule. An oxygen 
molecule can be dissociated in two oxygen atoms, but an atomic gas such as 
argon cannot be dissociated at all. 
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 As with the other inelastic processes, dissociation can be accomplished in 
principle with any energy in excess of the dissociation threshold, i.e. the relevant 
bond strength in the molecule. This energy might be brought to the dissociation 
by electron, photon or some other gas particles, e.g. dissociation by electron 
 
 e + SF6 ® e + F + SF5 
 
A normal result of dissociation is the production of charged particles. Two simple 
examples are presented in the following: 
 
 e + SF6 ® F + SF5- (dissociative-attachment) 
 e + SF6 ® F + SF5+ + 2e (dissociative-ionization) 
 
Electron attachment 
 
There is a possibility, that an electron colliding with an atom (molecule) may join 
on the atom (molecule) to form a negative ion. This process is known as electron 
attachment. The noble gases already have filled outer electron shells and so have 
a little or no propensity to form negative ions. Halogen atoms, on the other side, 
have an unfilled stat in their outer electron shells; they have high electron 
affinities and so readily form negative ions. The production of - - - -2 4 5F , F , SF  and SF  
in this way is known as dissociative electron attachment, e.g. 
 
 e + SF6 ® SF5
-
 +F 
 
In some cases of dissociative electron attachment, the process is realized with 
excess energy. After breaking the bond, the excess energy of the reaction may be 
stored in the internal energy (excitation) of resulting products, in the translation 
energy of the products or in both of them. 
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Metastable ionization processes 
 
 The probability of collision involving excited atoms depends on the excited 
atoms, and hence on their lifetime. Some excited atoms have very long lifetimes 
(1 ms - 1 s) and these are known as metastable excited atoms. They arise 
because the selection rules forbid relaxation to the ground state, or in practice, 
make such a transition rather unlikely. All of the noble gases have metastable 
states.  
 
a) Metastable-metastable ionization. If two metastable collides, with sum of their 
excitation being more than the ionization of one of them, the results of collision 
might be a positive ion and a neutral. Two metastable argon atoms, each of 
energy 11.5 eV, have enough energy that their collision could result in the 
ionization (15.7 eV) of one of the pair. 
 
b) Electron-metastable ionization. Just as the ground state of the atom can be 
ionized by electron impact, so can be ionized a metastable: 
 
 e + Ar* ® A+ + e + e 
 
The major difference between the ionization of a metastable and of a ground state 
is that the threshold for the latter is bigger. Therefore, there will be many more 
electrons for ionizing the metastable than the ground state.  
 
 
I.6.2. Loss processes of charged particles in plasma 
 
Recombination 
 
 The recombination is inverse to the ionization process that is an electron 
coalesces with a positive ion to form a neutral atom. However, two-body 
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coalescence is just not possible. In practice, this type of recombination is very 
unlikely. Nevertheless, different kind of recombination processes may take place. 
 The most usual recombination process is that one in which take part not 
only the electron and the atom but also a third body. This third body allows the 
recombination process to simultaneously satisfy the conservation requirements of 
energy and momentum. The third body is often a wall, omnipresent in plasma 
processes, or it may be another gas atom. 
 
Surface recombination of charged particles 
 
 In practical cases, the plasma is surrounded by the walls. Thus, an 
important loss mechanism is the recombination of the charged particles on the 
surface of the surrounding walls. By applying a magnetic field, the charged 
particles loss at the sidewalls can be diminished and thus the magnetic field 
strength is a factor that can control this loss mechanism. 
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CHAPTER II. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
 
 
II.1. Introduction 
 
 Many diagnostic techniques, such as electromagnetic wave propagation 
(microwave, laser spectroscopy), optical methods (emission and absorption 
spectroscopy), electrostatic probes has been developed for diagnosing laboratory 
plasmas.  
 Microwave technique is based on the propagation of electromagnetic waves 
through the plasma, using the well-known dispersions relations of these waves to 
calculate the plasma density from measured phase shift. In general, this method 
does not supply information on density profile. It can be used to calibrate other 
diagnostics such as movable probes. 
 Laser spectroscopy technique, such as laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), is 
ideally suited for measurement of several parameters of processing plasmas. The 
LIF technique can furnish detailed information on relative and absolute ion 
densities.  
 In general, plasma contains relatively energetic electrons, which are 
capable of ionizing and exciting the atoms or molecules of working gas, thus the 
plasma is generally luminous. An analysis of the radiation spectrum emitted 
(emission spectroscopy technique) by plasma can thus give us quantitative 
information on the species, which exists in the plasma, and often we can do more: 
measure the temperature of ions and electrons and measure the electron density 
in plasma. While the emission spectroscopy is limited to the measurement of 
radiation from excited levels, the majority of the species in the plasma are in the 
ground state. By measuring the absorption (absorption spectroscopy technique) of 
radiation passing through the plasma, the ground state densities can be calculated. 
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In absorption spectroscopy, a parallel beam of light is passed through plasma, and 
the atoms in the plasma absorb some of the photons at wavelengths 
corresponding to optical transitions.  
 One of the fundamental techniques for measuring the proprieties of the 
plasma is the use of the electrostatic probes. An electrostatic probe is a small 
electrode inserted to the plasma. The probe is connected to o power supply 
capable to biasing it at various voltages relative to the plasma, and the current 
collected by the probe then provide information about the conditions in the plasma. 
In spite of the difficulties that arise when the probe is use in the plasmas, this 
method is an important one due to the fact it has an advantage over all other 
diagnostic techniques: it can make local measurements [42]. Almost all other 
techniques, such as spectroscopy and microwave propagation, give information 
over a large volume of plasma. In the Table 2.1, some advantage and 
disadvantage of the electrostatic probe are presented. The biggest advantage of 
the electrostatic probe, besides the fact that is cheap and easy to build is the fact 
that the probe can investigate the spatial structure of plasma parameters. 
 
Table 2.1. Advantage and disadvantage of the electrostatic probes 
 probe advantage probe disadvantage 
 cheap  
 easy to build  
small size local measurements  
movable SPATIAL STRUCTURE  
sheath around probe  relative values  
not  
absolute ones 
 
The facts that the probes can make local measurements and can investigate the 
spatial structure of plasmas were the reasons why we choose this diagnostic 
technique in our experiments. 
 In Fig. 2.1 a schematic diagram of Chapter II is presented.  
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Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of Chapter II 
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II.2. Measurement technique of temperature and density of 
electrons 
 
 For measuring the electron temperature and density, the electrostatic probe 
technique is used. The electrostatic probes can have different shapes: cylindrical, 
spherical, plane. One of the wide used probe type is the cylindrical one (in special 
due to the simplicity of construction). 
 
 
II.2.1. General probe theory 
 
 The large probe, or thins sheath, limit at low pressure is the simplest to 
describe and to interpret, so will consider this case. A typical probe characteristic, 
probe current versus probe voltage, is shown in Fig. 2.2. When the probe voltage 
Vp is strongly negative (region III in Fig. 2.2) a sheath exists around the probe, 
which repels the electrons, whereas ions are accelerated toward the probe surface. 
If Vp is sufficiently negative, all the electrons are repelled by the sheath potential, 
while all ions, which are incident on the sheath are accelerated to the probe 
surface and collected. We can write, taking into account also the continuity 
equation, the density of the ion current collected by probe as: 
 
 i i i si sj en u en u= =  (2.1) 
 
where ni and ui are the ion density and ion velocity, respectively, on the probe 
surface; nsi and us are the ion density and ion velocity, respectively, at the sheath 
edge (Fig. 2.3). Taking into account the Boltzmann relation and that 
2s ee V kTD =  (from Bohm criterion, eq. (1.8), section I.5.1) we can write: 
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Fig. 2.2. Typical Langmuir probe current-voltage (Ip-Vp) characteristic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. The potential drop across the sheath region formed in front of a probe 
when is negatively biased to collect ions 
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Considering that 2 2is sMu e V= D  we can write the current collected by the probe 
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where Ap is the area of the probe. This evaluation is done in the case of Ti=0, 
although it is seen to depend on the ratio i eT T  [46]. Practically, in laboratory 
plasmas, the ion temperature Ti is usually of order of tenth of eV, while the 
electron temperature is few eV. Thus neglecting the Ti component in calculation 
does not provide a big mistake, and we can use the equation (2.3). 
 When Vp is increased (region II in Fig. 2.2), the more energetic electrons 
succeed in overcoming the electrostatic barrier of the sheath, but the slower 
electrons are still repelled. To the ion current, we now add an electron current 
determined by the sheath potential 
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where ve is the electron thermal velocity, ( )1 28e e ev kT mp= . At the voltage Vf, 
the total current to the probe is zero and the electron current is then equal to the 
ion current [26]. Thus, at this point we have 
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For a plasma of Ar+ ions, with Ti=0, we have 
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If we continue to increase the voltage on the probe, we arrive (region I of Fig. 2.2) 
at the condition where the sheath is now repelling ions and attracting electrons. 
Thus, the current attains the “electron saturation”, where all the electrons incident 
on the sheath are captured by the probe 
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Experimentally, we can determine the electron temperature from the exponential 
variation of the current in region II: 
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where ekT e  is in eV and ( )0ln p i pd I I dVé ù-ë û  is the slope of the linear region 
corresponding to the region II from Fig. 2.2.  
 Using this value of the electron temperature, we can calculate the electron 
density from equation of the electron saturation current (2.8), since it only 
depends on electron temperature, as follows 
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II.2.2. Probe in presence of magnetic field 
 
 So far, the discussion of electrostatic probes has been limited to plasmas in 
absence of magnetic field. The presence of a magnetic field complicates 
probe-data interpretation. One of the complications introduced by the presence of 
the magnetic field is that the particles are constrained by the magnetic field to 
move at different rates along and across the magnetic field lines. The problem 
thus becomes an anisotropic one and therefore at least two-dimensional treatment 
is required. One of the most used probes in diagnostics is the cylindrical one. If 
the probe is along the magnetic field lines (Fig. 2.4.(a)) due to the anisotropic 
electron (and ion for strong magnetic field) transport the interpretation is difficult. 
The most affected part of the current collected by the probe is the electronic 
saturation part, which in presence of magnetic field is diminished. To reduce this 
effect, the cylindrical probe should be positioned perpendicular on the magnetic 
field lines (Fig. 2.4(b)). In this case, the shadow effect in the downstream region 
of the probe appears, and thus, collecting probe area is reduced to the half. To 
avoid also the shadow effect we use a plane probes with the face perpendicular to 
the magnetic field lines (Fig. 2.4.(c)). The influence of the magnetic field on the 
current collected by the probe can be pointed out by the ratio of electronic 
saturation current IeB in the presence of magnetic field to the electronic saturation 
current I0 in the absence of the magnetic field [47-49]. In the case of a infinite 
size plane probe perpendicular on the magnetic field lines, the ratio 0eBI I  is 
given by [49]: 
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(c) 
 
Fig. 2.4. Schematic representation of probe collecting area for cylindrical probe 
(a) parallel and (b) perpendicular on magnetic field lines and (c) plane probe 
perpendicular on magnetic field lines 
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where d is the thickness of the quasi-neutral region between the probe and the 
plasma, and le is the free mean path for electrons. In low-pressure case, e dl ?  
thus 0 1eBI I »  and therefore the magnetic field exhibits no effect on the probe 
current. 
 In the more practical case of the finite size plane probe, which is 
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, the ratio 0eBI I  is defined by [49]: 
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where r is the radius of the probe, S is a factor that depends on the size of the 
quasi-neutral region between the plasma and probe surface, wce is the electron 
cyclotron frequency and te is the mean collision time between electrons and 
neutrals. In our experimental conditions we have r = 0.25 mm, le » 102 mm and 
wcete » 103. Thus the ratio 310er l
-»  and ( )1 22 21 ce e ce ew t w t+ »  so we can 
approximate that 
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and, taking in account that S in the low-pressure case is small, the right hand size 
term of equation (2.13) is approximately 1, so the ratio 0 1eBI I » . Therefore the 
effect of the magnetic field on the probe characteristic can be neglected. Thus, in 
our experiments where an external magnetic field is applied we have adopted the 
plane probe with the face perpendicular on the magnetic field lines to measure the 
plasma parameters. 
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II.3. Ion temperature measurement technique 
 
 Using electrostatic probes, when the potential of the probe is strongly 
negative and thus is collecting only ions, the current collected by probe is given by 
equation (2.3). How we can see from this equation the current collected depend 
only by Te and we do not have any information about Ti. Thus for estimation of Ti 
we need a special device which have to collect only ions and repel the electrons. 
Such a device is presented schematically in Fig. 2.5. This device is constructed by 
two grids and a collector. First grid is biased at the floating potential and thus is 
repelling the electrons and allow only to the ions to pass. However, the energetic 
electrons still have enough energy to pass this barrier potential. The sweeping 
voltage on second grid it will allow us to accelerate or repel the ions towards the 
collector. The collector is biased strongly negative and thus is collecting the ions, 
which pass the second grid and will repel the high-energy electrons, which are 
coming from plasma. A current-voltage characteristic of this device is obtained by 
plotting the current collected by collector Ic against the sweeping voltage of the 
second grid Ug. A typical result is shown in Fig. 2.6. By plotting the semilog plot of 
this characteristic, we can estimate the ion temperature from the linear region, 
assuming that the distribution function of ions is Maxwellian. The estimation of ion 
temperature from the semilog plot will be discussed more in detail in chapter IV. 
Due to its construction, this device has a very large acceptance angle (the 
minimum angle which ion trajectory has to make with the perpendicular on the 
first grid surface). This device is practically collecting ions coming from the entire 
hemisphere situated in front of it. Thus, the ion density inside of device is almost 
the same as in the plasma. As well known, lD is a measure of the distance in 
which a potential is shielded in the plasma. Thus, the second grid to be able to 
repel all the ions when the positive potential is applied is necessary as the 
dimension of the mesh hole h to be smaller than 2lD. 
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Fig. 2.5. Operation of the special device for collecting only ions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Current (Ic) – voltage (Ug) characteristic of the special device for 
measuring ion temperature 
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If h is larger than 2lD then a space through ions can pass without being repelled 
exists (Fig. 2.7). Thus the collector it will collect ions even for high positive grid 
voltage, which leads to an increase in the value of the measured Ti. Taking in 
account this fact a problem arise due to the concrete possibility to construct a 
mesh with so small dimension for the hole size. Thus, this device is measuring a 
value of the ion temperature that is larger than the real one. This device is used 
also for measuring the energy distribution function of the ions, thus this device is 
called electrostatic analyzer. In plasma with anisotropic distribution, the energy 
distribution analyzer suffers of a poor angular distribution and thus giving 
erroneous measurements for both ion temperature and energy distribution 
function.  
 In order to solve those problems, the directional analyzer has been 
developed [50-53].  
 Figure 2.8 shows schematic diagram of directional analyzer. The directional 
analyzer is constructed with a capillary plate as a first grid, a second grid and a 
collector spaced out as shown in Fig. 2.8. The capillary plate passes only the ions 
moving in the perpendicular direction to the plate because of its geometry. Due to 
this fact, the ion density inside of this analyzer is smaller than that in the plasma 
and thus the Debye length is larger than in the previous case of grid analyzer. 
Hence the condition for the second mesh hole size to repel complete the ions for 
high positive potential is easy to accomplish. The metal coating surface of the 
plate and housing cover of the analyzer was electrically floated to minimize the 
disturbance to the plasma [52]. The proper operation of the capillary plate should 
require the plate to be free from space charge fields and absorption of the 
particles without a surface charge. This condition is satisfied by covering the 
capillary with conducting metal film to suppress the charge-up effect [54]. The 
geometric acceptance angle of the capillary plate qc is given by (see Fig. 2.8): 
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Fig. 2.7 Comparison of mesh hole size h with lD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8. Schematic diagram of directional analyzer and a detail of the capillary 
plate hole 
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The accuracy of the data obtained by the directional analyzer method is inherently 
determined by this finite angle qc. This nonzero angle, qc, which is required to 
detect minimum observable collector signal, permits ions within to pass through 
capillary plate. This leads to the limits of angular resolution. Concerning by the 
angle qc, the following two points should be taken into account: (1) The ion 
trajectories incident to the capillary plate are possibly modified by the effective 
acceptance angle which can be larger than the angle qc.  (2) The helical trajectory 
of an ion in the presence of the magnetic field determines a minimum cyclotron 
radius such that an ion can pass a given channel of the capillary plate and can be 
collected. Thus, ions with low velocities have small Larmor radii, and can not pass 
through the channel [55]. 
 
 
II.3.1. Calculation of the effective acceptance angle qeff 
 
 The effective acceptance angle qeff will be now roughly estimated. Figure 
2.9 shows a schematic diagram of collisionless ion trajectory in the sheath in front 
of the plate. An ion at the sheath edge is assumed to have energies parallel (e//) 
and perpendicular (e^) to the capillary plate. Noting with Vcp the potential drop 
across the sheath, i.e. between the capillary plate surface and plasma, we can 
now find the condition as an ion to pass the channel. The ion which is arriving at 
the capillary surface, after was accelerated across the sheath region, it will have 
now on the parallel direction the same energy as when was entering in the sheath 
and in the perpendicular direction it will have cpeVe^ + . For the ion to pass 
through the capillary, as limit condition, lets assume that the ion after cross the 
sheath it arriving at the edge of the capillary channel and it will exit at the 
opposite channel edge. This means that the ion have to cross on parallel direction 
the distance d in the same time in which the ion is crossing in perpendicular 
direction the distance L. 
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Fig. 2.9. Ion trajectory in a sheath in front of the capillary plate 
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Therefore, the condition as an ion to pass through a channel of the capillary is as 
follows:  
 
 // 2tan c
cpeV
e
q
e^
£
+
 (2.15) 
 
When e^ = 0, the residence time of the ion in the sheath is the longest and the 
influence on the ion trajectory is the largest. Assuming that the sheath field is 
roughly constant ( cp sV z: ), where zs is the sheath thickness, we can estimate 
the ion residence time t in the sheath for e^ = 0 as follow 
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where M and e are the ion mass and the electric charge. 
The distance d’ that the ion moves parallel to plate in time t is given by 
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In equation (2.15) setting e^ = 0, the limit condition as an ion to pass through 
capillary plate channel become in this case: 
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For the estimation of qeff this can be written as: 
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Replacing d and d’ in equation (2.19) we obtain for qeff: 
 
 tan taneff cAq q=  (2.20) 
 
where ( ) ( )1 2 1s sA z L z L= + + . At limit the coefficient A can take the values 
A = 1, if L << zs, or A = 2, if L >> zs. Therefore, the equation (2.20) can be 
written as: 
 
 tan 2 taneff cq q<  (2.21) 
 
Thus, the effective acceptance angle qeff is always below 2qc, even at e^ = 0. With 
increase in e^ (> 0), the effective acceptance angle qeff approaches the geometric 
angle qc because the residence time of the ion in the sheath becomes shorter. 
 
 
II.3.2. Operation in magnetic field of the directional analyzer 
 
 In the presence of a magnetic field, the orbits of charged particle are helical, 
which imposes certain constraints on the particle’s Larmour radius and pitch in 
order to fit through a micro channel. A general criterion for analyzing the particle 
orbit is that the cyclotron radius has to be large compared with the channel 
dimension. 
 Figure 2.10 shows a helical trajectory of an ion in magnetic field together 
with a single cylindrical channel through, which the ion passes. For a given 
channel, there is a minimum cyclotron radius rc and pitch p such that particle can 
pass the channel and can be collected. This particle would enter at one edge of 
the channel, graze the inner wall in the middle of the channel and exit at the 
opposite channel edge. In order to calculate the cutoff conditions, is useful to 
display in Fig. 2.10.(b) a projection of the arrangement in the plane normal to B. 
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Fig. 2.10. Schematic view of a helical particle orbit and a cylindrical channel for 
calculating the analyzer’s low-energy particle cutoff. (a) Three-dimensional view 
of limiting particle orbit. (b) projection into the x-y plane perpendicular on B. 
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 The vertical displacement during the particle transit time t is given by: 
 
 //cosL v tq =  (2.22) 
 
where q is the angle between the channel axis with respect to the magnetic field. 
 The horizontal trajectory yields: 
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For a given angle q solving the equations (2.22)-(2.24) for the minimum 
perpendicular velocity c cv r w^ =  and parallel velocity v// we find: 
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The velocity ( )min // min,v v v ^=  scales with magnetic field. 
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CHAPTER III. PRODUCTION OF MAGNETIZED INDUCTIVELY COUPLED 
PLASMA WITH A HELICAL EXTERNAL ANTENNA 
 
 
III.1. Introduction 
 
 
 In the last years different kinds of plasma sources such as electron 
cyclotron resonance plasma, magnetron plasma, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 
and helicon plasma has been developed for plasma processing [1]. Helicon 
plasmas [56-59] and ICPs [33, 60-68] have been expected as plasma sources with 
low-pressure and high-density for plasma-aided manufacturing of integrated 
circuits and thin film preparation. The high-density and large-area ICPs have been 
required for an effective manufacturing. 
 Power dependencies and spatial profiles of plasma parameters, such as 
plasma potential and electron density [33, 61, 69-76] using Langmuir probes and 
optical techniques were extensively studied in the last years. Plasma parameters 
and spatial structures of ICPs with internal antenna and with external spiral 
antenna are well-known [1]. Spatial structure of magnetized ICP with external 
helical antenna, to our knowledge, has not been examined in detail, although it 
should be cleared to understand the plasma production and plasma confinement 
effect. Also the influence of the magnetic field configuration on plasma 
characteristics inside the glass tube where the external antenna is located, has not 
been investigated in inductive discharge, although magnetic field could affect 
plasma structure strongly. 
 In this section, we present experimental results on the spatial structure of a 
magnetized ICP with external helical antenna and the influence of the various 
magnetic field configuration on plasma parameters.  
 In Fig. 3.1, a schematic diagram of Chapter III is presented. 
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagram of Chapter III 
PRODUCTION OF MAGNETIZED INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 
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III.2. Experimental apparatus 
 
 The experiments were done in a cylindrical stainless steel vessel of 16 cm in 
diameter and 116 cm in length which was pumped down to 5x10-6 Torr and then 
filled with argon gas in pressure range of 0.9 - 4 mTorr. Figure 3.2 shows a 
schematic diagram of experimental apparatus and axial profile of magnetic flux 
density. A radio frequency (RF 13.56 MHz) power generator is connected to a 
water-cooled 3-turn copper antenna mounted on a glass vessel under a slightly 
divergent magnetic flux density. The glass vessel is formed by a glass tube of 
36 mm inner diameter and 200 mm in length combined with a glass plate of 
165 mm in diameter and 10 mm in thickness. The antenna (helical type) was 
mounted around the glass tube as shown in Fig. 3.2. The maximum value of 
magnetic flux density it was Bm = 600 G in the most of the experiments 
performed. A tungsten plane probe with a diameter of 0.5 mm faced to the 
plasma source and perpendicular to the magnetic field line was used for 
measuring plasma parameters, i.e. electron density ne and electron temperature 
Te. Here, the cylindrical probe whose axis should be perpendicular to the 
magnetic field line was not adopted. This is because it would cause the shadow 
effect in the downstream side of the probe to reduce the effective probe area to 
half. The use of such a faced plane probe in the magnetic field would improve 
the validity of the measurement because the shadow caused by the probe could 
not appear unlike the cylindrical probe and plane probe faced to back-side (see 
Fig. 2.4, section II.2.2). Also the influence of the magnetic field on the probe 
characteristic can be neglected (section II.2.2).The probe has the possibility to 
be moved both axial (z direction) and radial (r direction). The distance z = 0 cm 
is at the end of the glass vessel attached to the left side of the grounded 
stainless steel vessel and the distance r = 0 cm is on the axis of the stainless 
steel vessel. In order to minimize the influence of the RF potential oscillation on  
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Fig. 3.2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus and the axial profile 
of magnetic flux density 
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probe characteristics, the probe was compensated by using LC filter (tuned for 
13.56 MHz and for the first and second superior harmonics) [77, 78]. 
 
 
III.3. Density and temperature of electrons as functions of 
the input RF power, pressure and magnetic field strength 
 
 Electron hole-parameter [41] he defined by 
 
 ce eeh w tº  
 
where wce is the electron angular cyclotron frequency and te is the collision time 
between electrons and argon atoms, is a measure of the magnetic field 
confinement. If he is smaller or comparable with 1, then we can consider that the 
particle are not magnetized. To have magnetized particle then he should be much 
larger than 1. Usually we consider that the particle are magnetized if the he is 
larger than 10. For our experimental conditions, he is estimated to have a value, 
which ranged between 200 and 5000. Thus, electrons are strongly confined by the 
magnetic field so that electron loss to the chamber wall is extremely inhibited. The 
electron density in a magnetic field even for low RF power is higher than one in 
the absence of the magnetic field. Thus, ne and Te of magnetized ICP could differ 
essentially from those in no magnetic field. 
 
 
III.3.1. Experimental results 
 
 In Fig. 3.3 is presented the electron density ne as function of the input RF 
power. It is seen that with the increase of input RF power from 20 to 400 W, ne 
gradually increased from 6.5x109 cm-3 to 7x1010 cm-3. Figure 3.4 shows the 
electron temperature Te as function of the RF power. It is seen that with the  
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Fig. 3.3. Power dependence of ne at the gas pressure p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm 
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Fig. 3.4. Power dependence of Te at the gas pressure p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position z = 5cm and r = 1.5 cm 
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increase of the RF power, Te slowly decreases from 4.5 eV to 3.3 eV. The 
experiments are performed under the condition of p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G and 
the probe position of z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm. On the measuring point, the value 
of B is roughly 575 G.  
 The figure 3.5 shows ne as function of the gas pressure. It is seen that with 
increasing the argon gas pressure p from 0.9 mTorr to 4 mTorr ne is increasing 
from 9x109 cm-3 to 5.2x1010 cm-3. In the Fig. 3.6 Te as function of gas pressure is 
presented. It is found that Te is decreasing from 4.8 eV to 3.4 eV in the same 
range of the gas pressure as for ne. For these experiments the RF power was 
200 W, Bm = 600 G and probe position was z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm.  
 In Fig. 3.7 electron density as function of magnetic field strength B is 
presented. It is seen that ne has a slightly increase from 7.9x109 cm-3 to  
8.6x109 cm-3 for low values of B (95 G to 190G) and then drastically increase to 
3x1010 cm-3 when B arrive at 290 G. Increasing B further ne is increasing 
monotonously until 4.6x1010 cm-3 and then saturate. Figure 3.8 shows the 
electron temperature as function of the magnetic field strength. It was found 
that Te is drastically decrease from 8.2 eV to 3.1 eV when B is increased from 
95 G to 290 G. Then, with the further increasing of B, Te is roughly constant in 
the range of 3.1 eV to 3.8 eV. The results shown are for the condition of 
p = 3 mTorr, RF power of 200W and probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm. 
 
 
III.3.2. Discussions 
 
 As seen from the evolutions of the ne and Te as functions of the input RF 
power (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4), the discharge evolves from an range of RF powers 
where is characterized by lower values of ne and higher values of Te, to an range 
of RF power where is characterized by higher values of ne and lower values of Te. 
Thus, the evolution of the ne and Te as functions of the input RF power can be 
ascribed by the transition of the discharge from a predominant capacitive coupling  
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Fig. 3.5. Pressure dependence of ne at the RF power of 200 W, Bm = 600 G and 
probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm 
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Fig. 3.6. Pressure dependence of Te at the RF power of 200 W, Bm = 600 G and 
probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm 
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Fig. 3.7. Magnetic field dependence of ne at the RF power of 200 W, 
p = 3 mTorr and probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm  
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Fig. 3.8. Magnetic field dependence of Te at the RF power of 200 W, 
p = 3 mTorr and probe position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm 
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(CCP-mode) at low values of the input RF power, to a predominant inductive 
coupling (ICP-mode) at higher values of the input RF power (see Fig. 1.6, section 
I.3.3). 
 The variation of ne and Te as functions of pressure p can be ascribed by the 
collision processes between electrons and the neutral gas atoms. The increase in 
the pressure is equivalent with the increasing in the density of neutral atom gas 
( 0p n kT= ). The free mean path for inelastic collision between electrons and 
neutral gas atoms is defined as 01e ennl s= , where sen is the cross section of 
inelastic collision between electrons and neutral gas atoms. Thus, the increase in 
pressure is equivalent with a decrease in the free mean path for inelastic collision, 
which leads to an increase of the charged particles number (slight increase in 
electron density shown in Fig. 3.5). In addition, the increase in the pressure has 
as result a slow decrease in the electron temperature due to the relaxation 
process by inelastic collisions. 
 The tendency of ne and Te as functions of magnetic field can be ascribed 
by effect of magnetic field confinement. In Fig. 3.9, the electron hole-parameter 
as a function of magnetic field strength is represented. With increasing B, he is 
increased from 200 to 2400. In the presence of magnetic field we can define the 
perpendicular (on the magnetic field lines) diffusion coefficient for electrons 
( )21e e eD D h^ = + , where De is the normal diffusion coefficient. Thus, with the 
increasing B, De^ is decreasing drastically even for low values of the B. This 
means that the electrons are strongly confined by the magnetic field, and the 
loss at the sidewall is strongly inhibited. This fact can be one of the reasons why 
the electron density is increasing with the magnetic field strength.  
 By applying the magnetic field, the particles are obliged to move on helical 
trajectories with the guidance center along the magnetic field lines, and thus, 
the probability that an inelastic collision between electrons and neutral atoms to 
take place is increased. This fact can be another of the reasons why the electron 
density is increasing with the magnetic field strength. Also due to the increasing  
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Fig. 3.9. Electron hole-parameter as function of magnetic field strength 
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in inelastic collision number, the electron temperature will decrease due to the 
relaxation by inelastic collision.  
 
 
III.4. Axial and radial structure of fundamental plasma 
parameters 
 
 
III.4.1. Axial profile of plasma parameters– results and discussion 
 
 Figure 3.10 shows axial profile of ne. It is seen that ne gradually increases 
from 2x107 cm-3 to 4x1010 cm-3 with increasing distance z from -15 cm to 25 cm, 
practically as we go away from the plasma source region. In figure3.11, the axial 
profile of Te is presented. It was found that Te decreases drastically from 14 eV to 
4 eV with increasing distance z from -15 cm to -7 cm, then a peak profile around 
z = -3 cm appears and then gradually decreases to 2.5 eV at z = 25 cm. The axial 
profile of plasma parameters were done in the following experimental conditions: 
at gas pressure of 3 mTorr, RF power of 200 W, Bm = 600 G and the probe 
position of r =0 cm.  Axial profile of the plasma potential Vs estimated by the 
Langmuir probe is presented in Fig. 3.12. It is was found that Vs changed 
from -10 V to 10 V for -12 cm < z < -5 cm and then remain roughly constant to 
8-10 V for z > -5 cm.  High-energy electrons with Te » 12 eV at the plasma source 
of z = -13 cm can be accelerated through the potential barrier of about 20V  
(» Vs(z = -5 cm) - Vs(z = -12 cm) = 10 V - 10 V). The inelastic mean free path led 
for electron-neutral direct ionization and the inelastic mean free path lec for 
electron-metastable cumulative ionization were estimated to be about 11 cm and 
10 cm, respectively [79]. We have estimated that the energy-relaxation length is 
roughly 8-9 cm, from the Te profile shown in Fig. 3.11, taking into account both 
regions between z = -12 to -7 and between -3 to 2 cm. The energy-relaxation 
length is estimated as the length corresponding to the decreasing with a factor of  
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Fig. 3.10. Axial profile of ne for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position r = 0 cm 
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Fig. 3.11. Axial profile of Te for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position r = 0 cm 
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Fig. 3.12. Axial profile of Vs for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position r = 0 cm 
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1/e (where e is the base of the natural logarithm) of the electron temperature. 
Thus, ionization by electrons could be also realized in the downstream. This might 
be one of the reasons why the electron density gradually increases towards the 
downstream as shown in Fig. 3.10. Besides this mechanism, the wave propagation 
effect [80] so called “helicon wave”, which is not identified in this work, would be 
also another candidate to provide this result.  
 
 
III.4.2. Radial profile of plasma parameters– results and discussion 
 
 Radial profile of plasma parameters was measured at z = 5 cm for a RF 
power of 200 W, at a pressure of 3 mTorr and Bm = 600 G. Figure 3.13 show 
radial profiles of temperature Te. Here, the marks 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.11 correspond 
to the probe semilog plots at r = 1.5 cm and r = 5 cm, respectively, which are 
presented in the Figs. 3.14.(a) and 3.14.(b), respectively. The semilog plot from 
Fig. 3.14.(a) indicates that the linearity of the retarding region is not so good to 
provide a higher energy part, while that one from Fig. 3.14.(b) shows a better 
linearity in the whole retarding region. All the semilog plots of the probe current 
have shown a good linearity (larger than one order of magnitude) in the retarding 
region for all the radial positions. 
 The radial profiles of electron density ne and of the probe saturation current 
Ieo of electrons are presented in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. The electrons 
with higher-energy and high-temperature are ascribed by electron acceleration 
due to strongly induced electric field by the helical antenna. As shown in Fig. 3.13, 
Te profile has a peak value at the position corresponding to the edge of glass tube 
with helical antenna, and then drastically decreases in the outside of the glass 
tube. On the other hand, the radial profile of ne shows also a convex profile with 
the maximum value at the position slightly outside of the Te peak point. Here, the 
peak position of Ieo is the same as one of Te, which implies the biggest plasma 
production. The radial profile suggests that the plasma could have a “column” 
profile as schematically shown in Fig. 3.17.  
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Fig. 3.13. Radial profile of Te for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position z = 5 cm 
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Fig. 3.14. Semilog plots of electronic probe current for RF power of 200 W, 
p =3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G, probe axial position z = 5 cm and probe radial position 
at (a) r = 1.5 cm and (b) r = 5 cm 
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Fig. 3.15. Radial profile of ne for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position z = 5 cm 
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Fig. 3.16. Radial profile of Ie0 for RF power of 200 W, p = 3 mTorr, Bm = 600 G 
and probe position z = 5 cm 
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Fig. 3.17. Schematic representation of plasma production region 
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III.5. Influence of magnetic field configuration on plasma 
structure 
 
 Figure 3.18 shows the axial profile of magnetic flux density B, along the 
experimental device, with three different divergent configurations whose profile in 
the glass tube are different. As shown in Fig. 3.18, these profiles are called “focus”, 
“flat“ and “diverge” types, respectively. Here, the focus type provides profile that 
B tends to increase gradually and then saturates, the flat type is a roughly uniform 
one and the diverge type is the profile of B decreasing in the tube. Figure 3.19 
shows winding of the external antenna on the glass tube. As shown in Fig. 3.19, 
the measuring positions for radial profile of plasma parameters are z = -7.5 
and -12.5 cm marked by A and B, respectively. The inset of cross section of the 
glass tube at position A is seen from the opened side of the glass plate. Here, 
r < 0 is corresponds to the region from the center of the glass tube (r = 0) 
towards the side in which the antenna winding is present (Fig. 3.19), while r > 0 
to the side without antenna winding location. 
 
 
III.5.1. Axial profile of plasma parameters at various magnetic field configurations 
 
 How we discuss earlier, ne gradually increased 6.5x109 to 7x1010 cm-3 with 
increasing RF power from 20 to 400 W. The inductive discharge was satisfied at a 
RF power > 50W. Here, RF power was fixed at 200 W. Figure 3.20 and 3.21 show 
axial profiles of ne and Te at various magnetic field configurations, respectively.  
 First of all, for no magnetic field, ne is almost uniform for -13 < z < -1 cm 
corresponding to the antenna location, while Te decreases slowly from 6 to 4 eV 
with increasing distance z. The reason why plasma is localized for -13 < z < -1 cm 
is that the induced electric field and the capacitive electric field produced by the 
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Fig. 3.18. Axial profile of magnetic flux density B, along the experimental device, 
with three different divergent configurations 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.19. Setup of helical external antenna with a cross section in point z = -7.5 cm 
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Fig. 3.20. Axial profiles of electrons density ne at the center of the chamber at 
various magnetic field configurations 
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Fig. 3.21. Axial profiles of electrons temperature Te at the center of the chamber 
at various magnetic field configurations 
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external helical antenna are centered at antenna region. As a result, the plasma 
production is focused at the antenna region. The ne profile is not centered at the 
antenna region but shows a shifting toward z = 0 cm. This shifting can be due to 
the fact that the glass tube is opened at z = 0 cm and the particles diffuse into the 
downstream. Another fact, which can contribute to this shifting, is that the 
antenna windings are narrow close to the open end of the glass tube than to the 
closed end of the glass tube. 
 In the cases of both focus and flat types, axial profiles of ne and Te are 
shown to be quite similar. It is seen that ne gradually increases from 2x107 to 
4x1010 cm-3 with increasing z from -15 to 25 cm. On the other hand, Te profile 
shows a decrease with increasing z, except the peak profile of Te situated around 
z = -3 cm. Since electron hole parameters (product between electron cyclotron 
frequency and collision time) around closed end of glass tube are about 270 and 
340 for the focus and the flat types, respectively, electrons are strongly 
magnetized. As a result, electrons are powerfully confined by the magnetic field 
line. As shown in Fig. 3.18, around the closed end of glass tube (z = -20 cm) at 
both focus and flat types the magnetic field lines are divergent in the direction of 
the closed end. As electrons near the closed end of the glass tube move towards 
this direction along magnetic field line according to -Ñ||B drift due to the magnetic 
mirror effect [41], electron loss to the glass wall is enhanced near the closed end. 
This fact would cause that ne and Te tended to decrease and increase, respectively, 
as approaching the closed end of the tube. For both focus and flat types, physical 
meaning of the peak profile of Te around z = -3 cm is difficult to understand but 
one candidate for providing this peak could be the high-energy electrons 
accelerated by the capacitive coupling of helical antenna. The reason why 
high-density and low temperature electrons are obtained in the downstream was 
explained previous in section III.4.1 for the focus type and is similar for the flat type.  
 In the case of the diverge type, it is seen that ne around z = -14 cm is 
higher by about two order magnitude in comparison to that in the cases of the 
focus and the flat types. In Fig. 3.22 the spatial profile of the plasma potential VS,  
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Fig. 3.22. Axial profile of Vs for the diverge type configuration of the magnetic 
field for the probe position at r = 0 cm (Vs was estimated from the probe 
characteristic) 
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for the diverge type, estimated by the Langmuir probe is presented. It is seen that 
VS decreased from about 8 to -11 V for -16 < z < -3 cm, then increased from -11 
to 5 V for -3 < z <4 cm and then remained roughly constant to 5-7 V for z > 4 cm.  
Due to the potential difference (roughly -19 V) between z = -16 and -3 cm, the 
electrons in this region would be accelerated toward the closed end of the glass 
tube where B has the highest value (around z = -17 cm) and there will be 
reflected toward the downstream because of the -Ñ||B drift. Therefore, the 
electrons would be trapped near the region of B maximum, which led to the 
increase into electron density as shown in Fig. 3.20. In addition, if we take into 
account that in the case of the diverge type the value of B, in the antenna region, 
is larger than that in the cases of the focus and flat types, the electrons loss to the 
glass wall will be more suppressed and the electron density increase in this region. 
For z > -3 cm, the VS profile in the case of the diverge type is similar with the 
ones corresponding to the focus and flat types. As a result, the electrons will be 
accelerated toward the downstream region where they could produce ionizations 
and lead to the increase in the electron density in the downstream region. On the 
other hand, it is seen in Fig. 3.21 that in the case of the diverge type the axial 
profile of Te is almost constant to be 3.8 eV inside the glass tube unlike that in the 
cases of focus and flat types. This uniform profile of Te is ascribed by the 
realization of high density plasma near antenna region as mentioned above. 
 
 
III.5.2. Radial profile of plasma parameters at various magnetic field 
configurations 
 
 Radial profiles of plasma parameters were examined at point A (z = -7.5 
cm) marked in Fig. 3.19 where the electron density is in the same range for the 
various magnetic field configurations, and at marked point B (z = -12.5 cm) where 
ne became maximum for the diverge type. Figure 3.23 and 3.24 show radial 
profiles of ne and Te at point A of z = -7.5 cm, respectively. It is seen in these  
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Fig.3.23. Radial profile of electrons density ne at point A of z = -7.5 cm at various 
magnetic field configurations. 
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Fig.3.24. Radial profile of electrons temperature Te at point A of z = -7.5 cm at 
various magnetic field configurations. 
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figures that the case of no magnetic field provides roughly flat profile of ne and Te, 
while various types of magnetic field configuration indicate almost convex profile 
for ne and concave one for Te. The uniform profile of ne and Te in the case of no 
magnetic field would imply that the high-density (1010 cm-3) and/or low 
temperature (5 eV) plasma was effectively produced by electric field induced by 
RF current flowing in the helical antenna near circumference of tube. On the other 
hand, at various types of magnetic field, the convex ne and concave Te profiles 
lead to the fact that the plasma was produced near the center. This would be 
caused by a fact that electron confinement due to magnetic field was enhanced 
near the center. After a carefully examination of Figs. 3.23 and 3.24, at various 
magnetic field configurations, it is also seen that ne at r < 0 is slightly lower than 
that at r > 0, while Te at r < 0 is a little higher than that at r > 0. For example, in 
the case of the diverge type, ne at r < 0 has the value 7.7x108 cm-3, while at r > 0 
has the value 1.3x109 cm-3. This is because at r < 0 the sheath is formed by 
capacitive coupling of antenna.  
 Figure 3.25 and 3.26 show radial profile of ne and Te at point B of 
r = -12.5 cm, respectively. Here, data with focus and flat types could not obtained 
by the plane Langmuir probe because of low density (ne < 108cm-3). It is 
confirmed that radial profiles of ne and Te at both point A and B are essentially 
ascribed by a similar production mechanism. The density ne at r < 0 has the value 
2.9x109 cm-3, while at r > 0 has the value 2.7x109 cm-3. After a carefully 
examination, radial profiles of ne and Te at the diverge type are almost 
symmetrical in radial direction, although the external antenna is located at r < 0. 
This is because the capacitive discharge could be neglected compared with the 
inductive discharge due to high density (ne = 109-1010 cm-3). 
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Fig.3.25. Radial profile of electrons density ne at point B of z = -12.5 cm at 
various magnetic field configurations. 
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Fig.3.26. Radial profile of electrons temperature Te at point B of z = -12.5 cm at 
various magnetic field configurations. 
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III.6. Conclusion 
 
 The experiments were focused on investigation of the spatial structure of 
magnetized inductively coupled plasma and the influence of the magnetic field 
configuration on the plasma structure. The axial profile of the plasma parameters 
indicated that high-energy electrons with low density were produced in the 
antenna located region and they could be accelerated along the divergent 
magnetic field lines to relax with atoms at downstream and produce high density 
and low energy electrons in the downstream region.  
 The plasma parameters in radial direction in the downstream region 
showed a maximum value near the edge of the glass tube, suggesting that the 
plasma would be produced inside the tube wounded by helical antenna under a 
“column” profile. 
 It was also obtained that axial profile of plasma parameters in the glass 
tube was deeply depended with magnetic field configuration near the antenna, 
while at downstream all axial profiles were similar. With all magnetic field 
configurations, the radial profiles of ne and Te were convex and concave, 
respectively, whereas without magnetic field their profiles had uniform shapes. 
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CHAPTER IV. MAGNETIC FIELD AND GAS PRESSURE DEPENDENCIES 
ON ION TEMPERATURE 
 
 
IV.1. Introduction 
 
 Many plasma sources such as electron cyclotron resonance plasma, 
magnetron plasma, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and helicon plasma (HWP) have 
been developed for plasma processing [1]. Helicon plasmas [56-59] and ICPs [60-64] 
have been expected as low-pressure and high-density plasma sources for plasma-
aided manufacturing of integrated circuits and thin film preparation. In particular, ions 
play an important role for plasma processing such as preparation of thin film, etching 
of oxide thin film and sputtering. Many studies on ion measurement have been 
reported in ICP and HWP using various diagnostic techniques [81-85]. In especial, in 
un-magnetized plasma such as ICP, temperature and energy distribution of ions has 
also been investigated with LIF technique [81] and retarding analyzer [82, 83]. On 
the other hand, in magnetized plasma such as HWP, using Doppler-shifted laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF), metastable ion velocity distribution functions at the 
boundary between plasma and substrate have been measured under two magnetic 
field configurations [84]. With an energy selective mass spectrometer, ion energy 
distribution functions for diffusion region in a low pressure helicon source have been 
measured [85]. In these measurements of the magnetized plasma, ions are 
considered to be isotropic because ions are almost not magnetized. However, beside 
the fact that collision process of ions strongly depend on pressure, to our knowledge, 
the dependences of pressure on ion behavior have not been studied so far.  
 In this section, we present the z-component of ion temperature measurement 
as a function of pressure p and magnetic field strength B in a magnetized ICP with 
external helical antenna using a directional analyzer with high angular resolution. In 
Fig. 4.1, a schematic diagram of Chapter IV is presented.  
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of Chapter IV 
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IV.2. Experimental procedure 
 
 Experiments were performed in the same device described in Chapter III 
and schematically presented in Fig. 3.2. To determine the ion temperature a 
directional analyzer with high angular resolution was used.  
 Figure 4.2 shows schematic diagram and the biasing circuit of the 
directional analyzer. The capillary plate, the grid (300 mesh/inch, stainless steel) 
and the collector (stainless steel) are spaced out at 0.5 mm from each other, as 
shown in Fig. 4.2. The capillary plate structure has an overall diameter of 18 mm 
(effective diameter 14 mm) and L = 0.48 mm in thickness. The diameter of a 
capillary channel hole is d = 10 mm with a pitch of 12 mm. The open area ratio of 
the capillary plate is 55%. The metal coating surface of the plate and housing 
cover of the analyzer was electrically floated to minimize the disturbance to the 
plasma [52]. The analyzer was faced to plasma source for measurement, i.e. to 
the glass vessel mounted on the left side of the stainless steel chamber. The 
proper operation of the capillary plate should require the plate to be free from 
space charge fields and absorption of the particles without a surface charge. This 
condition is satisfied by covering the capillary with conducting metal film to 
suppress the charge-up effect [54]. Since the geometric acceptance angle for our 
capillary plate is roughly qc »1.2° (see eq. (2. 14), section II.3), the accuracy of 
the data obtained in the directional analyzer method is inherently determined by 
this finite angle qc. Thus, the validity of ion temperature measurement was highly 
increased, although the ion current was decreased to be less than 1 mA and the 
sensitivity of the signal was reduced.  
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Fig. 4.2. Schematic diagram and the biasing circuit of the directional analyzer 
and a zoomed detail of the capillary plate surface 
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 Figure 4.3 shows a typical analyzer current (Ic) – voltage (Ug) characteristic 
at for a pressure p = 3 mTorr and B = 575 G. Ion temperature was estimated 
from semilog plot of ion current Ic of collector biased negatively vs retarding grid 
voltage Ug [38]. 
 Figure 4.4.(a) and (b) show typical results on the semilog plot 
characteristics of Ic as a function of Ug at B = 95 G and p = 3 mTorr and at 
B = 575 G and p = 2 mTorr, respectively. In both Figs. 4.4.(a) and 4.4.(b), 
straight-lines which are used for the estimation of ion temperature are fitted along 
data points at retarding voltage region. 
 It is seen that the data points are approximately on the straight-line at 
region of ion current of magnitude more than one order. Namely, it is indicated 
that ion velocity distribution functions have Maxwellian profile. The ion 
temperatures Ti// in Fig.4.4.(a) and 4.4.(b) are estimated to be 1.31 and 0.55 eV, 
respectively. All semilog plots of Ic vs Ug obtained at conditions of various gas 
pressures p ranged between 0.9 and 4 mTorr and magnetic flux densities ranged 
between 95 and 820 G were also indicated to have a good linearity at region of 
retarding voltage. It is to be noted that ions were found to be completely 
thermalized.  
 The RF effect on the analyzer characteristic can be estimated by calculating 
the ion transit time tion across the sheath in front of the analyzer. The ion transit 
time tion (º lD / cs; lD: Debye length, cs: ion sound velocity) » 300 ns in our 
experimental conditions. Since tion is bigger than the RF period tRF (» 74 ns) of 
driving frequency [86], ions could not follow the RF oscillation and are free from 
the RF modulation. 
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Fig. 4.3. Typical analyzer current (Ic) – voltage (Ug) characteristic (p = 3 mTorr; 
B = 575 G) 
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Fig. 4.4. Semilog-plots of ion current Ic as a function of retarding grid voltage 
Ug at (a) B=95 G and p = 3 mTorr and at (b) B = 575 G and p = 2 mTorr, 
respectively 
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IV.3 Experimental data and discussions 
 
 
 The experiments were done at RF power of 200 W and the position of  
z=5 cm. In this plasma, ions are estimated to be almost un-magnetized from the 
value of wciti (»1, where wci »105 s-1 is the ion cyclotron frequency and ti »10-5 s is 
the ion–neutral collision time) so that ions seem to be isotropic. Plasma source, 
however, exists in one side to flow to the down-stream side so that ions are 
considered to form “drifted-Maxwellian”. Thus, this directional analyzer collecting 
only the z-component of the ions would be possible to analyze the ion 
temperature Ti// of the parallel direction (z-component). Here, ions could be 
Maxwellian in the radial and azimuthal directions. Indeed, this analyzer faced to 
perpendicular directions could not pick up ion current.  
 Figure 4.5 shows ion temperature Ti// as a function of magnetic field 
strength B at the position z = 5 cm and r = 1.5 cm, for a RF power of 200W and a 
pressure of 3 mTorr. In this experiment (B=95 – 820 G), the wciti  was in the 
range 0.5-4.3 (ions are almost not magnetized). It is seen that with increasing B 
Ti// is almost constant around 0.45-0.65 eV at 200 < B < 600 G (region b in 
 Fig. 4.5) and then tends to begin to decrease (region c in Fig. 4.5) except the 
value at B=95 G (region a in Fig.4.5). We must report that the Ti// measurement 
at B=95 G provided a good repeatability in the range of Ti// = 0.9-1.3 eV. For this 
low value of the magnetic field (B = 95 G) it was found that the discharge 
situation became rather than unstable, thus, the value of Ti// would increase 
drastically. The tendency of Ti// in the high magnetic field might suggest that ions 
start to get a weak confinement for B ³ 650 G.  
 Figure 4.6 shows Ti// as a function of p at B=575 G. It is seen that with 
increasing p, Ti// decreases from 2.4 to 0.4 eV with a hyperbolic like curve. This is  
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Fig. 4.5. Ion temperature Ti// as function of magnetic field strength 
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Fig. 4.6. Ion temperature Ti// as function of gas pressure 
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because the increase in the gas pressure corresponds to an increase in collision 
probability of ions with neutral atoms and thus, the ion temperature is decreased 
due the increasing in collisions number. The dependence of the electron 
temperature Te by the pressure p with and without applying any magnetic field is 
presented in the Fig. 4.7. The dependence of Te by p for B = 0 is like the one in a 
conventional un-magnetized positive column pointed out by Schottky [87]. As we 
can see from Fig. 4.7 the presence of magnetic field strongly affect the 
dependence of Te by p taking into account that the electrons are strongly confined 
by the magnetic field. The dependence of the Ti// in presence of magnetic field is 
similar with the one of Te in absence of magnetic field. Thus the dependency of 
Ti// on p in presence of the magnetic field, but where the ions are considered that 
are not magnetized is quite the same as one in a conventional un-magnetized 
positive column. Thus we can consider that the behavior of Ti// is obeyed by loss 
mechanism as in a cylindrical plasma column because ions are almost not 
magnetized. 
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Fig. 4.7. Te as function of gas pressure in the case of B = 0G and B =575G 
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IV.4. Conclusion 
 
 In conclusion, the z-component of ion temperature has been examined by 
means of the directional analyzer in the magnetized ICP in order to investigate the 
influence of the magnetic field strength and gas pressure on ion temperature. It 
was found that the z-component of ion temperature was roughly constant with 
increasing the magnetic field strength and tends to decrease for B ³ 650 G. On 
the other hand, it was found that Ti// decreased with increasing gas pressure with 
a hyperbolic like curve. This is indicated that the behavior of Ti// is obeyed by loss 
mechanism in a cylindrical plasma column because ions are almost not 
magnetized. 
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CHAPTER V. OSCILLATIONS IN THE TRANSITION REGION FROM CCP 
TO ICP IN ELECTRONEGATIVE RF PLASMA 
 
 
V.1. Introduction 
 
 High-density inductively coupled plasmas (ICP) are increasingly used for 
etching in the microelectronics industry. These plasma sources typically operate 
with low neutral gas pressures and most of the etching processes require 
electronegative gases. Instabilities in electronegative discharges have been 
studied in high-pressure dc glow discharges [88-90], in RF capacitive discharges 
[91-94] and in the last years in low-pressure inductive discharges [95-107]. Some 
studies have considered oscillation in the low-pressure inductive discharges 
produced in O2 [95, 96, 107], CF4 [99, 103] SF6 and Ar/SF6 mixtures [95-98, 
101-102]. An ICP discharge can exist in two modes: the capacitive coupling (CCP) 
mode, for low power, and the inductive coupling (ICP) mode, for high power (see 
section I.3.3). As the power is increased, transitions from CCP mode to ICP mode 
are observed [36-40]. When discharge is produced in electropositive gases, the 
transition occurs at a given power and the discharge is always stable. In contrast, 
when the discharge is produced in electronegative gases, oscillations between CCP 
mode and ICP mode occur at the transition of these two modes, and a wide range 
of power exists where the discharge oscillates between CCP and ICP modes.  
 In this chapter, the dependences of the oscillations on the RF power into an 
ICP discharge system with electronegative gases are presented. The oscillations 
were observed by changing the mixture gas ratio of SF6 to Ar, resulting in the 
variation of negative ion concentration. The oscillation take place with phase 
difference between different spatial points in the discharge space, thus the plasma 
oscillates with time difference over the whole discharge space. A schematic 
diagram of Chapter V is presented in Fig. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic diagram of Chapter V 
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V.2. Experimental apparatus 
 
 
 The experiments were performed into a cylindrical stainless steel chamber 
with a diameter of 30 cm and a length of 20 cm. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic 
diagram of the experimental apparatus. A radio frequency (RF 13.56 MHz) power 
generator was connected to a water-cooled 3-turn flat spiral antenna mounted on 
a glass window attached at the right side of the stainless steel chamber, as shown 
in Fig. 5.2.  
 The experiments were performed in pure SF6 and in mixture of SF6 with Ar 
gases, by changing this gas ratio 
 
 6
6
x100 %
SF
SF Ar
a
é ùë ûº é ùë û+é ù é ùë û ë û
 
 
where [SF6] and [Ar] are the partial pressure of the SF6 and Ar gases, respectively. 
Here, a is not proportional to the negative ion concentration. The evaluation of 
negative ion concentration has been proposed so far [44, 108], although they are 
not reliable. Thus, the negative ion concentration was not given in this work. 
During the experiments, the total pressure was maintained constant at 7.5 mTorr. 
The flow rates of the gases introduced into discharge were ranged between 0 and 
20 sccm.  
 In these experiments we consider that the distance z = 0 cm is at the edge 
of the glass window attached at the left side of the stainless steel chamber and 
the distance r = 0 cm is on the axis of the stainless steel chamber.  
 The oscillations were observed through two cylindrical probes, as shown in 
Fig. 5.2, and were biased at the floating potential. The probes had possibility to be 
moved in radial and/or axial directions. The probes were connected directly to a  
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Fig. 5.2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus  
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digital oscilloscope. The floating potential oscillation was collected from the probes 
and filtered out for the RF frequency (13.56 MHz and the first 2 superior 
harmonics – 27.12 MHz and 40.68 MHz) using a series of LC filters. 
 
 
V.3. Results and discussion 
 
 
 In Fig. 5.3 some typical oscillation, which are observed in our experiment, 
are presented. As we can see from the shape of this oscillation some high content 
in harmonics are expected. This fact is confirmed by the oscillations amplitude 
spectrum shown in the Fig. 5.4.  
 The frequency of the observed oscillations was roughly ranged between 
100 Hz and 9 kHz as we changed a and the RF power. As the input RF power was 
changed, oscillations appeared. By changing the RF power further it was observed 
a variation in the oscillations frequency and amplitude (Fig. 5.5). At low values of 
the RF power, weak CCP discharge can be observed. In Fig. 5.6, the evolution of 
oscillation frequency with the RF power, for a = 100% and z = 5 cm, is presented. 
As the RF power is increased, at a certain value of the RF power oscillations 
appear (Fig. 5.6). With further increasing in the RF power a change in the 
oscillations frequency can be observed (Fig. 5.6). Increasing further the RF power 
oscillations with two different frequencies can be observed (Figs.5.5.(c) and 
Fig. 5.6). In the case of the oscillations presented in Fig. 5.5.(c) the two values of 
the oscillation are roughly 125 Hz and 6 kHz. If the RF power is further increased 
at a certain value of the RF power oscillations disappear and the discharge is now 
in the ICP mode.  
 In Fig. 5.7 are presented the evolutions of oscillations frequencies with the 
RF power for various values of a  at distance z = 5 cm. It is seen that for all 
values of a for that the discharge presents oscillations, the dependencies on RF 
power of the oscillations frequency are similar with one presented in Fig. 5.6 for  
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Fig. 5.3. Typical oscillations for various a (RF = 550W and z = 5 cm) 
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Fig. 5.4. Typical amplitude spectrum for various a (RF = 550W and z = 5 cm) 
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Fig. 5.5. Evolution of the oscillation with increasing of the RF power for 
a = 100% and z = 5 cm 
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Fig. 5.6. Oscillations frequency as function of RF power for a = 100% and 
z =5 cm 
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Fig. 5.7. Oscillations frequency as function of RF power for various values of a at 
z = 5 cm 
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a = 100%. As a is decreased (i.e. approaching the electropositive gas conditions) 
the frequencies of the oscillation are decreasing and the amplitude of observed 
oscillation are decreased to (Fig. 5.7). 
 In Fig. 5.8, the oscillation region is presented in the plane of RF power and 
a. It is seen that with decreasing a the RF power interval in which the oscillations 
are present become narrow and that the limits of the RF power interval, in which 
oscillations appear, are decreasing.  
 Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of the oscillations in axial direction z for 
a =100% and RF power of 600 W. In this case, the base frequency has the value 
of roughly 1.5 kHz. As z is increased, i.e. moving away from the RF antenna, 
oscillation shape is changing and the amplitude become smaller. In Figure 5.10 is 
presented only the part of the oscillations signal corresponding to the base 
frequency for the same z position as in Fig. 5.9. It is seen that with increasing z a 
time difference (Dt) between the axial points is observed. Using this time 
difference observed we calculate the corresponding phase difference (Df) using 
the formula: 
 
 tf wD = D  
 
where 2 fw p=  (f is the oscillation frequency). So we obtain for the phase 
difference 
 
 2 f tf pD = D  (in radian) 
 360f tfD = D  (in degree) 
 
If the phase difference variation with the distance z is positive we consider that 
we have a forward propagation (see Fig. 5.11), i.e. the oscillation propagate from 
the RF antenna side (z = 0 cm) to the opposite wall. If the phase difference 
variation with distance z is negative, then take place the backward propagation 
(see Fig. 5.11). 
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Fig. 5.8. Oscillation region in the plane of RF power and a  
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Fig. 5.9. Oscillation evolution on the axial direction for a=100% and  
RF power = 600W 
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Fig. 5.10. Axial evolution of the base frequency oscillations 
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Fig. 5.11. Schematic representation for forward and backward propagation 
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 In Fig. 5.12 is presented the phase difference for various RF power and a. 
Figure 5.12.(a) shows the phase difference for the same condition as in Fig. 5.10. 
In Fig. 5.13 is presented the axial evolution of the base frequency amplitude. 
Generally, the amplitude of the base frequency becomes smaller as z is increased. 
As we can see from Fig. 5.12 both of forward and backward propagation are 
observed. This suggests that it could be two regions where the oscillations are 
excited: one located on the antenna region and the other one at the opposite wall. 
This could be similar with the ion acoustic wave, which can be excited also at the 
boundary sheaths [109, 110]. That suggests a mechanism for the oscillations 
propagation in which the oscillations are excited at both the antenna region and 
the opposite wall where wall-launched oscillation could appear (Fig. 5.14). This 
could be as if at the opposite wall a second antenna would be located (Fig. 5.14). 
 From Fig. 5.12 it was estimated the propagation speed of these oscillations. 
In Fig. 5.15 a schematic representation for the calculation of the propagation 
speed of the oscillations is presented. Taking into account that to a phase 
difference of 360° is correspond a length which is equal with the wave length l of 
the propagating oscillations, it was calculated this wave length as (see Fig. 5.15) 
 
 
360
m
z
l
f
D
=
D
o
 
 
where Dfm is the phase variation corresponding to the axial distance variation Dz. 
Using this value of wave length the propagation speed v can be calculated as 
 
 v f l= ×  
 
 The propagation speed was found to be in the range of v=(0.2-5)x105 cm/s.  
Taking into account that in discharge could be produced ions with different 
masses (the lighter ones are the fluorine ions and the heaviest ones are SF6 ions) 
and that the electron temperature is in the range of 2-8 eV, the estimation of ion 
acoustic speed is ranged between 1 x105 cm/s and 7 x105 cm/s. Thus, we can 
approximate that the oscillations could propagate at the ion acoustic speed.  
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Fig. 5.12. Phase difference for the base frequency f in the axial direction z for 
various values of a  
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Fig. 5.13. Amplitude of the base frequency f in the axial direction z for various 
values of a  
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Fig. 5.14. Suggested mechanism for the oscillation propagation 
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Fig. 5.15. Schematic representation for calculation of oscillation propagation 
speed v 
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V.4. Conclusions 
 
 
 In summary, the transition mode from CCP to ICP into an inductive RF 
discharge in electronegative gas was investigated. It was found that the oscillation 
frequency depend by the RF input power. It was also found that the oscillations 
frequency and the RF power region in which oscillations occur depend strongly on 
the concentration of the electronegative (SF6) gas introduced into discharge. It 
was suggested that the oscillation could be excited in two regions: one located at 
the antenna region and the other one at the opposite wall. It was also found that 
the oscillations could propagate at the ion acoustic speed.  
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CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY  
 
 
 The experimental investigations were focused on studying inductive 
coupled plasmas produced by RF discharges with external helical and spiral 
antennas in electropositive and electronegative gases. 
 First, plasma parameters of a magnetized ICP produced by a RF discharge 
with external helical antenna were investigated. It was found that with increasing 
RF power the discharge is changing from a capacitive coupling (low RF powers) to 
an inductive one (high RF powers). With increasing the pressure the electron 
density was slightly increase while the electron temperature was slightly decrease 
due to the increase in the inelastic collision processes. As applying an external 
magnetic field, the diffusion and thus the loss mechanism at the side wall is 
strongly inhibited and this leads to an increase in the electron density. 
 Then, the experiments were focused on investigation of the spatial 
structure of magnetized inductively coupled plasma and the influence of the 
magnetic field configuration on the plasma structure. The axial profile of the 
plasma parameters indicated that high-energy electrons with low density were 
produced in the antenna located region and they could be accelerated along the 
divergent magnetic field lines to relax with atoms at downstream and produce 
high density and low energy electrons in the downstream region.  
 The plasma parameters in radial direction in the downstream region 
showed a maximum value near the edge of the glass tube, suggesting that the 
plasma would be produced inside the tube wounded by helical antenna under a 
“column” profile. 
 It was also obtained that axial profile of plasma parameters in the glass 
tube was deeply depended with magnetic field configuration near the antenna, 
while at downstream all axial profiles were similar. With all magnetic field 
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configurations, the radial profiles of ne and Te were convex and concave, 
respectively, whereas without magnetic field their profiles had uniform shapes. 
 The z-component of ion temperature has been examined by means of the 
directional analyzer in the magnetized ICP in order to investigate the influence of 
the magnetic field strength and gas pressure on ion temperature. It was found 
that the z-component of ion temperature was roughly constant with increasing the 
magnetic field strength and tends to decrease for B ³ 650 G. On the other hand, it 
was found that Ti// decreased with increasing gas pressure with a hyperbolic like 
curve. This is indicated that the behavior of Ti// is obeyed by loss mechanism in a 
cylindrical plasma column because ions are almost not magnetized. 
 The transition mode from CCP to ICP into an inductive RF discharge 
produced with an external spiral antenna in electronegative gas was investigated. 
It was found that the frequency of the oscillation, which appear in the transition 
region, depend by the RF input power. As the RF input power is changing a region 
where oscillations occur was observed. It was also found that the oscillations 
frequency and the RF power region in which oscillations occur depend strongly on 
the concentration of the electronegative gas introduced into discharge. It was 
suggested that the oscillation could be excited in two regions: one located at the 
antenna region and the other one at the opposite wall. It was also found that the 
oscillations could propagate at the ion acoustic speed.  
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